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Abstract
Because of strong exchange interactions between localized spins and effective mass carriers,
transition metal impurities in semiconductors lead to giant magneto-optical effects.
Furthermore, band-gap levels derived from open d shells of magnetic impurities act as efficient
recombination centers for photo-carriers. This paper reviews studies of excitonic
magneto-reflectivity performed on (Ga, Fe)N epilayers, and shows how hybridization between
d levels and band states, particularly strong in nitrides and oxides, renormalizes the exchange
splitting of the valence band states in these systems. Photoluminescence measurements on the
same structures demonstrate an increase of infrared Fe-related emission at the expense of
ultraviolet near band-gap luminescence. This sensitivity of luminescence to the presence of Fe
impurities is exploited to monitor the aggregation of FexN nanocrystals that account for the
room temperature ferromagnetism of (Ga, Fe)N, but do not act as inhibitors of excitonic
luminescence.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

There is an increasing awareness that further progress in the
development of functional material systems based on diluted
magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) requires the ability to
control the incorporation and distribution of magnetic ions by
growth conditions and co-doping with shallow impurities [1, 2]
as well as an understanding of the complex interplay between
carrier-mediated exchange and carrier localization [3]. In
this paper we discuss the results of magneto-reflectivity and
photoluminescence studies carried out on (Ga, Fe)N epilayers,
which (i) show how strong coupling between magnetic ions
and hole states reduces the valence band exchange splitting
and (ii) demonstrate a dramatic effect of the growth rate on
the nano-assembly of ferromagnetic nanocrystals.

2. sp–d(f) exchange interactions in DMSs

It is well known that giant magneto-optical and magneto-
transport phenomena as well as carrier-mediated ferromagnetic
interactions specific to DMSs result from exchange couplings
between band carriers and open d or f shells of transition
metal (TM) or rare earth (RE) ions, respectively. Studies of
magneto-optical properties have been particularly extensive in
the case of Mn-based II–VI DMSs [4–7] as well as in Mn-
and Eu-based IV–VI DMSs [8], where the sp–d(f) exchange
contributes to or even dominates the spin-splitting of band
states. Importantly, as shown first by Günther Bauer and co-
workers, the photo-carriers not only experience the molecular
field produced by magnetic impurities but also affect their spin
polarization [9, 10].
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In II–VI and IV–VI DMS systems, the divalent Mn and
Eu assume the high spin state, d5, S = 5/2 and f7, S = 7/2,
respectively and also act as isoelectronic impurities that neither
donate nor trap carriers. The corresponding temperature-
and magnetic-field-dependent magnetization is described by a
modified Brillouin function [5],

M(T, H ) = xeff N0gμBSBS(T + TAF, H ), (1)

where the influence of intrinsic antiferromagnetic interactions
is included into two phenomenological parameters: a reduced
concentration of magnetic ions, xeff N0, which accounts for
the presence of magnetically neutral nearest-neighbor singlet
pairs, and an enhanced temperature T + TAF, describing the
molecular field produced by next-nearest-neighbors.

The presence of randomly distributed magnetic impurities
can then be incorporated into the effective mass theory within
the time-honored virtual-crystal (VCA) and molecular-field
(MFA) approximations, that is by adding to the kp Hamiltonian
a Zeeman-like term, I �s �M/gμB. Here I is an exchange
operator, whose matrix elements between periodic parts
of band-edge wavefunctions constitute exchange integrals.
Their values have been determined quite accurately for a
number of DMSs by comparing experimental and theoretical
spin-splittings as a function of temperature and magnetic
field [8, 11]. Rather generally, there are two mechanisms
controlling the magnitude of these integrals [11–15], namely
the intra-atomic potential exchange and the spin-dependent
hybridization between band and localized states, known as the
kinetic exchange.

3. Break-down of VCA and MFA in DMSs

There is a growing amount of evidence that the above clear-
cut picture requires serious modifications in a variety of cases.
In particular, difficulties in the description of magneto-optical
data as a function of temperature and Mn concentration x
by employing one set of the exchange integrals have been
persistently reported for narrow-gap II–VI [16] and IV–VI [17]
DMSs. While it cannot be ruled out that these interpretation
problems reflect inaccuracies of a multi-parameter fitting
procedure inherent in narrow-gap semiconductors, it has been
pointed out that a large relativistic downwards shift of the s
states in heavy Hg and Pb atoms, compared with the case of
lighter transition metal ions, may render the VCA invalid in
narrow-gap DMSs [15].

However, the case of wide band-gap II–VI DMSs is
particularly striking. While the VCA and MFA describe
very properly the giant exciton splittings in tellurides [5],
their accuracy has been called into question in the case of
Cd1−x Mnx S [18]. In this system, unexpected dependences
of the band-gap and of the apparent p–d exchange integral
β(app) on x have been explained by circumventing VCA and
MFA either by employing a non-perturbative Wigner–Seitz-
type model [18] or generalizing the alloy theory to DMSs [19].
In II–VI oxides, a small bond length and, thus, strong p–
d hybridization, should result in a large value of N0|β|,
a prediction supported by photoemission experiments [20].
Surprisingly, however, some of the present authors found

abnormally small exciton splittings in (Zn, Co)O [21] and (Zn,
Mn)O [22]. Prompted by these observation, a theory has been
put forward [23] which shows that the strong p–d coupling
makes the apparent exchange energy N0β

(app) describing the
valence band splitting small and of opposite sign. Importantly,
the system bears some similarity with semiconductor alloys
such as (Ga, N)As, so that experimental and theoretical studies
of the valence band exchange splitting in the strong coupling
limit may significantly improve our understanding of these
alloys [24].

4. Excitonic magneto-reflectivity in (Ga, Fe)N

To check the above model, magnetization and magneto-
reflectivity in the free exciton region of (Ga, Fe)N epilayers
have been studied [25]. Since in GaN—in contrast to
ZnO—the actual ordering of valence subbands is settled,
the sign of N0β

(app) can be unambiguously determined from
polarization-resolved magneto-optical spectra. Furthermore,
unlike Mn, Fe in GaN is an isoelectronic impurity with the
simple d5 configuration [26, 27], allowing a straightforward
interpretation of the data.

The 0.7 μm thick layers of Ga1−x Fex N were grown
by metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) on [0001]
sapphire substrates with a 1 μm thick, wide band-gap (Ga,
Al)N buffer layer, which is transparent in the free exciton
region of Ga1−x FexN. The Fe content was kept well
below 0.4%, the solubility limit of Fe in GaN under our
growth conditions. According to detailed luminescence,
electron paramagnetic resonance and magnetic susceptibility
studies [26], in this range the Fe ions mostly assume the
expected Fe3+ charge state (d5 configuration).

Magneto-reflectivity spectra were collected in the Faraday
configuration (propagation of light and magnetic field along
the normal to the sample, which is the c-axis of the wurtzite
structure), and with the light helicity σ± defined with respect
to the magnetic field direction. On these high quality layers,
either two or the three free excitons of GaN, A, B, C, are
resolved, and their Zeeman shifts are visible in the spectra
reported in figures 1(a), (c). In σ− polarization, the A–B
splitting increases and the B–C splitting decreases with the
field. Opposite shifts are observed in σ+. These shifts are
entirely different from those observed in pure GaN [28] and are
related to the magnetization, implying that the Fe ions create a
giant Zeeman effect in (Ga, Fe)N. However, at given x , the shift
observed for exciton A is opposite in sign and significantly
smaller than in other wurtzite DMSs with d5 ions like (Cd,
Mn)Se [29].

The methodology employed to extract the values of
the apparent p–d exchange energy N0β

(app) for the valence
band and the apparent s–d exchange energy N0α

(app) for
the conduction band from the data involved two major
steps [25]. First, the reflection coefficients as a function of
the photon energy were calculated by using a polariton model
incorporating the ground states of excitons A and B but also
exciton C, excited states of excitons, and the continuum. In
the second step, the field dependence of the exciton energies
was calculated including the trigonal component of both crystal
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Figure 1. Reflectivity of Ga1−x Fex N in Faraday configuration at
1.6 K for x = 0.21% (a) and 0.11% (c) where particularly
well-resolved excitons A, B and C are visible in σ− polarization.
(b), (d) Field-induced exciton shifts of the excitons determined from
the polariton model (points) compared to the expectations of the
exciton model (solid lines). The determined values of the exchange
parameters are N0β

(app) = +0.5 ± 0.2 eV and
N0α

(app) = +0.1 ± 0.2 eV (after [25]).

field and biaxial strain as well as the anisotropic spin–orbit
interaction and the electron–hole interaction within the exciton.
Effects linear in the magnetic field are taken into account
within the relevant kp model and allow for a diamagnetic
shift. The standard form of the s, p–d Hamiltonian was
used [7, 11, 29], treating α(app) and β(app) as fitting parameters.

The fitting procedure, whose results are presented in
figures 1(b), (d), yielded N0β

(app) = +0.5 ± 0.2 eV and
N0α

(app) = +0.1 ± 0.2 eV. We note that this evaluation of
N0α

(app) includes within the experimental error the values of
N0α = 0.25 ± 0.06 eV found in early studies of Mn-based
II–VI DMSs [11]. We have no reason to question here the
applicability of the standard description of the conduction band
in (Ga, Fe)N—contrary to (Ga, Mn)As and (Ga, Mn)N, for
which the magnitudes of N0α

(app) were found to be reduced
under some experimental conditions [30]. For the expected d
level arrangement, both the ferromagnetic sign and the small
magnitude of the apparent p–d exchange energy are surprising.
Indeed, in GaN the Fe d5/d6 acceptor-like level resides less
than 3 eV above the top of the valence band [27]. This state,
eg↓, and also the higher lying t2↓ level that can hybridize
with the valence band states, remain unoccupied in intrinsic
(Ga, Fe)N. At the same time, no donor-like d5/d4 state has
been found within the GaN gap. This could be expected,

as in the TM series a particularly large correlation energy
U separates the d5 and d6 shells. Hence, the occupied Fe
t2↑ levels reside within the valence band. According to
the Schrieffer–Wolf theory, in such a case the p–d exchange
coupling is antiferromagnetic: this was confirmed by magneto-
optical studies of tellurides and selenides containing either Mn
or Fe, including studies carried out in our labs, which lead
systematically to N0β = −1.4 ± 0.5 eV [11].

However, it has been recently remarked [23] that for
an appropriately strong TM potential like the one expected
for oxides and nitrides, the TM ion can bind a hole—a
trend which had already been suggested by strong deviations
from the VCA in (Cd, Mn)S [18] and by the results of a
numerical diagonalization of a model DMS Hamiltonian [31].
A summation of infinite series of relevant self-energy
diagrams demonstrates that the spin-splitting of extended states
involved in the optical transitions remains proportional to the
magnetization, but the apparent exchange energy becomes
significantly renormalized [23]. For the expected coupling
strength, the theory predicts −1 < β(app)/β < 0, as observed
for (Ga, Fe)N.

5. Strong coupling and ferromagnetism of
wide band-gap DMSs

The magneto-optical results discussed above revealed the
presence of strong coupling between holes and localized
spins in nitrides and oxides. This means, in particular,
that TM ions bind holes in these systems, precluding the
occurrence of carrier-mediated ferromagnetism in p-type
materials. However, at high hole densities, an insulator-to-
metal transition is expected. In the metallic phase, the many-
body screening of local potentials annihilates the bound states.
Large spin-splitting and robust ferromagnetism are anticipated
in this regime [23], an expectation waiting for an experimental
proof.

However, it is well known that despite the absence
of holes a number of wide-band-gap semiconductors and
oxides shows ferromagnetic-like signatures persisting up to
above room temperature [2, 32, 33]. According to the
present insight, this ferromagnetism is to be linked to a self-
organized aggregation of magnetic nanocrystals embedded
in a paramagnetic host [23, 26]. Importantly, as we show
below, the aggregation process in the case of (Ga, Fe)N, along
with element-sensitive microscopy and synchrotron-radiation
diffraction [34], can be probed by photoluminescence.

6. Effect of Fe aggregation on the photoluminescence

We recently demonstrated that the aggregation of magnetic
ions in a GaN matrix can be controlled by varying the growth
rate and co-doping with Si and Mg [34]. In particular, the
increasing growth rate hinders the aggregation of Fe ions and,
thus, enlarges the concentration of the Fe ions occupying
randomly substitutional Ga sites in the GaN matrix [34].

A series of (Ga, Fe)N layers has been grown by MOVPE
according to the protocols we already reported [26]. The
samples have been fabricated at a constant growth temperature
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Figure 2. (a) Excitonic luminescence at 10 K for a nominally undoped GaN sample (topmost curve) and for a (Ga, Fe)N sample (lower curve)
with the lowest growth rate (corresponding to TMGa = 5 sccm). (b) Maximum peak intensity of donor-bound exciton emission versus TMGa
flow-rate (growth rate).

of 850 ◦C and the growth rate—regulated by the Ga-precursor
flow-rate (TMGa)—was changed for each sample and scales
about linearly, attaining 0.3 nm s−1 for 12 sccm of TMGa flow.
The layers have been studied by means of photoluminescence
(PL), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and secondary
ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS). The PL measurements are
performed in the near infrared (IR) and ultraviolet (UV) range
by using a HeCd laser with an output power of 40 mW, a
monochromator with focal length 550 mm and a nitrogen
cooled 1024×512 pixel CCD camera. The samples are situated
in a He-flow cryostat which allows measurements down to
5 K and where the incident excitation power is approximately
1.2 W cm−2. TEM measurements were carried out in a JEOL
2011 fast TEM microscope operating at 200 kV.

6.1. Excitonic recombination versus spinodal decomposition

Low temperature PL measurements on nominally undoped
GaN reveal a typical excitonic emission dominated by an
exciton bound to shallow donors (D0

A) with a maximum at
3.486 eV, as shown in figure 2(a). Additionally, this near-
band-edge emission consists of the free excitons FXA and FXB

located at the high energy tail of the spectrum, as well as a
two-electron satellite (TES) and the LO phonon replica D0

A-
LO and FXA-LO at energies reduced by 91 meV [35, 36]. Fe
as an impurity in III–V semiconductors is known as a lifetime
killer of the excitonic recombination [37]; nevertheless, in the
samples deposited at the lowest growth rates we can measure
the specific near-band-edge emission, as shown in figure 2(b).
Temperature-dependent measurements [38] and comparison
with the case of nominally undoped layers, show that the
excitonic emissions measured on the (Ga, Fe)N samples are
basically the same as those from pure GaN.

In order to correlate these findings with the actual
structure and Fe incorporation into the layers, we performed
(high resolution) TEM experiments that reveal either the
formation of Fe-rich secondary phases of Fe3N or spinodal
decomposition into regions respectively rich and poor in
magnetic ions [34].

In the sample fabricated at the lowest growth rate for
which the highest intensity of excitonic luminescence is
measured, the presence of nanocrystals is confirmed by the
TEM image reported in figure 3 (left panel). Additionally,

Figure 3. TEM micrographs reveal the presence of nanocrystals
(left panel) in samples deposited at the lowest growth rate
(TMGa = 5 sccm) and spinodal decomposition (right panel) in the
structures fabricated with a TMGa flow-rate of 8 sccm.

in such samples a gradient in the Fe distribution has been
noted, so that the large magnitude of the PL intensity may
originate from regions depleted of Fe. In layers deposited at
intermediate growth rates the excitonic recombination starts to
quench and the TEM analysis reveals the presence of regions
of spinodal decomposition like the one reported in figure 3
(right panel). In samples produced at the highest growth rates
the excitonic luminescence intensity is actually reduced by
about three orders of magnitude and TEM images uncover an
intact crystal structure where the Fe ions are homogeneously
incorporated mostly in substitutional sites.

6.2. Effect of growth rate upon Fe3+- and defect-related
recombination

The infrared spectra reported in figure 4 were acquired at 5 K
and show the emission related to the 4T1(G)–6A1(S) intra-
ionic transition of Fe in its 3+ (d5) configuration [39] with
a maximum at 1.299 eV, two weakly excited states between
1.300 and 1.302 eV and with a characteristic vibrational
sideband. In the inset to figure 4, the integrated intensities
of PL related to these intra-ionic Fe3+ transitions are seen
to decrease with the growth rate. Two effects may reduce
the emission intensity: (i) the incorporation of Fe ions in the
nanocrystals lowering the concentration of Fe3+ diluted into
the matrix and contributing to the intra-ionic emission and
(ii) competing recombination processes where photo-carriers
choose different radiative and non-radiative channels.
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Figure 4. Fe3+-related intra-ionic 4T1(G)–6A1(S) emission at 5 K.
Inset: integrated PL intensities of the Fe3+ and yellow defect band
emission as a function of Ga flow-rate.

One of the competing radiation channels is exciton
luminescence appearing when the concentration of randomly
distributed Fe3+ decreases, as discussed in the previous
section. As a fingerprint of another competing radiative
recombination center, the authors of [40] proposed the yellow
defect (YL) band. The origin of this luminescence is still
not clarified, but it is likely that Ga vacancies, either single
or related to impurities, like defect complexes with shallow
donors or hydrogen, are involved [41]. In agreement with
this model, the YL intensity is found to be reduced by
increasing the Ga-precursor flow-rate (thus by changing the
Ga/N ratio during growth) as well as by increasing the
Fe content known to compensate the carrier background
with a consequent increment of the formation energy of Ga
vacancies [42]. Indeed our PL measurements reveal a decrease
in the integrated intensity of the YL band with the TMGa
flow-rate, as evidenced in figure 4, with a raising of the Fe3+-
related emission intensity as a counter-effect. The intensity
of the YL (with a maximum at 2.200 eV) and of the Fe3+-
related emission have been integrated and reported in the
inset to figure 4. Threading dislocations, mainly due to
the considerable strain induced by the mismatch between the
sapphire substrate and the GaN overlayer, have been proposed
as further recombination centers [43], but the incorporation
of Fe is found not to affect the density of dislocations in our
layers [44].

It has recently been demonstrated that co-doping of (Ga,
Fe)N with Si or Mg hampers the aggregation of magnetic
ions [34]. The effect has been attributed to the dependence
of attractive forces between magnetic ions on their valence,
i.e. the charge state, which can be altered by co-doping.
This novel mechanism of control over nano-assembly of
nanostructures will be functional, provided that the relevant
magnetic ion gives rise to band-gap levels. It is, therefore,
interesting to monitor how the co-doping affects the intra-ion
luminescence specific to Fe in the 3+ charge state. Actually,
according to our preliminary findings [26], the Si co-doping
reduces while Mg co-doping enhances the intensity of this
luminescence.

Figure 5. Integrated intensity of the Fe3+-related intra-ionic
4T1(G)–6A1(S) transition at 5 K as a function of the Fe-precursor
flow-rate. The quenching of the intensity upon co-doping with Si
is evident.

Results of additional studies are presented in figure 5.
This shows that indeed the Fe3+ ions are converted to the
Fe2+ configuration in the presence of a sufficient number of
electrically active donors. However, competition with the YL-
related radiative channel—showing an increase in intensity due
to a decrease in the formation energy of Ga vacancies upon a
shift of the Fermi level—may also be involved.

In the case of co-doping with Mg acceptors, in contrast,
the Fe3+-related PL intensity is found to increase [26], the
effect being assigned to the capture by Mg acceptors of
electrons supplied by residual donors, which results in an
increase in the Fe3+ concentration. Furthermore, referring to
section 4, we note that the potential introduced by the Fe ion
is sufficiently strong in GaN to bind a hole in a charge transfer
state, Fe3+ + h. Such trapping may results in an admixture of
the p-type wavefunction into the Fe d wavefunctions, which
may enhance the probability of intra-ion transitions that are
parity forbidden in the absence of a hole. It is interesting
to note that a many-body enhancement of intra-ionic 4T1(G)–
6A1(S) transitions upon p-type doping was noted by some of
us in the case of (Zn, Mn)Te:N [45], where Mn2+ ions are in
the same d5, S = 5/2 configuration as Fe3+ ions in GaN. The
studies of these effects are under way, also employing delta
doping with Mg and Fe.

7. Summary

Studies of excitonic magneto-reflectivity and luminescence
performed on (Ga, Fe)N epilayers have provided important
information on the non-standard renormalization of extended
states by transition metal impurities in wide-band-gap
semiconductors and demonstrated the sensitivity of the optical
emission to the distribution of magnetic ions. This distribution
has been found to exert a strong influence on intra-ion emission
as well as on defect-related radiative recombination. In general
terms, the results presented here and previously for (Ga,
Fe)N [26, 34], as well as parallel works on oxides carried
out by other groups [46], demonstrate clearly that a further
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progress in the understanding of the physics of DMSs and
oxides requires comprehensive studies as a function of growth
conditions and co-doping, employing a pallet of state-of-the art
characterization methods.
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